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Universal Approximations of Certain Functionals 
in Banach Spaces 

P. P R l K R Y L 

Mathematical Ins t i tu te , Czechoslovak Academy of Sciences, Prague 

Some older results of the author [1], [2] are modified for Banach spaces with bases. Simul
taneous approximations of coefficient functionals associated to a given basis generating a system of 
Banach spaces are treated. The conditions on this system sufficient for the existence of universal 
approximation are given. In a special case an optimal universal approximation is constructed. 

Let ^ be a class of Banach spaces generated by a common Schauder basis 

{XJ}. Our problem is to find Fj(x)>j = 1, 2, ..., r where x = 2 Fj(x) Xj. Suppose 

r > 1 and let us know that x is an element of an indefinite space E e (€. We shall 
approximate the vector [Fj] of functionals from E* by another vector [Gj], Gj e E* 
and we suppose that 

Gj(x)= J a*(*) £*(;) 

where 1 < n < r, ajc are linear functionals defined on every E e # and gk are 
complex-valued functions of an integer argument j . 

For a given n, denote Mn the set of all the above vector approximations. The 
error of the approximation is defined as 

COE(GJ) == max \\Fj — GJ\\E* . 
1=1.2,. ...r 

Let M CZ Mw. The best approximation from the set M (if it exists) has the error 

QE(M)= inf wE(Gj) 
[G}]EM 

which can be shown to be positive. Now, we define universal approximations as 
those approximations [Gj] e Mn for which 

O>E(GJ) < D . QE(Mn) 

for any E e %> and D is a constant independent of E. 
It is clear that for a sufficiently small class # every approximation from Mn 

will be universal. On the other hand, for wide classes of spaces a universal appro-
imation need not exist. Thus it is desirable to have some (as general as possible) 
conditions on # that would guarantee the existence of a universal approximation. 
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For brevity we must limit ourselves to the classes of Banach spaces with monotone 
bases [3]. The sufficient condition we look for is then that the elements of the basis 
can be assigned subscripts in such a way that 

INI < ||*|| < - . <||*r|| 
in every E e %>. We shall call such classes # conservative. Under these conditions 
(which can be much weakened) an example of a universal approximation is the 
approximation [Bj] with ajc = Fjc> gk(j) = djcj. Here the matrix [gk(j)] has the 
form [/, O] where / is the n X n identity matrix and O the n X (r — n) null 
matrix. 

Ask now what the matrices [gk(j)] of universal approximations look like. To 
exclude from our considerations the classes # with respect to which any approx
imation from Mn is universal it is necessary to suppose that # is wide enough. 
For example, if we suppose that # is conservative and for any D it contains a space 
in which ||*w+i|| > D . \\xn\\ then it can be proved that the matrix [gk(j)] of a 
universal approximation necessarily has the form [A, O] where A is a regular n x n 
matrix. 

Denote Un the subset of all universal approximations from Mn now. It can 
be shown that for the above introduced approximation [Bj] 

co(Bj) < 2Q(Un) 

and that in the case of an orthogonal basis [3] this [Bj] is even an optimal universal 
approximation. 

Since it was more lucid we spoke about approximating functionals by 
functionals i.e. more or less theoretically. However, if we replace the above 
"theoretical" approximations by convergent sequences of functionals we can easily 
obtain analogous asymptotic results of more practical importance. 
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